
CONG HOA XA HOI CHU NGIIIA VIE j NAM 
Hoc lap — Tty do — H4n11 phac 

Hai Phong, ngay0 thong 02 nom 2018 

THONG BAO 
Ve viec Chtrung trinh hoc b6ng Chinh phu Dai Loan 'lam 2018 

Kinh 	Thu truong cac dun vi trong toan Truemg 

Nha tatting nhan throe thong boo cua Van phong Kinh to va Van hoa Dai Bac tai 

Viet Nam ve Chuang trinh hoe bOng cua Chinh phu Dai Loan nam 2018 danh cho can 

b6, giang vien c6 nhu eau hoc tap, nghien cal va phat trien chuyen mon Dai Loan 

trinh dO Thac sy va TiL sy. 

Day la Chuang trinh hoc bOng thuang nien do Chinh phU Dai Loan tai tro cho 
hoc vien cac quec gia c6 m6i quan he ve ngoai giao, kinh to voi Dai Loan trong, do co 

Viet Nam, xet duyet dua tren h 	thanh tich hoc tap cua cac irng vien. Thong tin ve 

Chuang trinh hoc bOng nhu sau: 

1. /110/ so tru dtri cua Chtro'ng trinh 

- Tri gia hoc b6ng NT$ 30.000/thing; 

- Thai gian cap hoc b6ng: 02 nam d6i voi trinh do Thac sy va 03 nam dOi vai 

trinh do Tien sy. 

2. Dai ttrvng va die'tt kin Flt! tto/en: 

- La can bC), giang vien cua Nha trtrong; 

- Sinh vien tot nghiep Dai hoc, hoc vien tot nghiep thac sy c6 nguyen von2,-  lam 

giang vien sau khi di hoc ve va dugc Nha truing ct&lg );-; 

- Dangl()"/ nganh hoc phii hop vui nganh da tot nghiep Dai hoc/ Thac sy; 

- Clatra tang nhan hoc bOng cua Chinh phd Dai Loan. 

3. Ho so' clang 14: 

- Dan xin tham dux chuang trinh (theo man gdi kern); 

- H6 chieu hgp le; 

- COng ch-Cmg dich bang diem va bang cap o trinh do cao nhat; 

- Cdc chung chi tiLg Anh hoac tieng Tama, net' cc"); 

- Ling vien phai lien he tar& vdi 	s(5.  gido duc du kien se theo hoc tai Doi Loan 

va n6p bang chUng chUng mink cid lien he ho'4c cluov chap thudn boi co so.  dao 

.too nay; 

- 02 thu 	thieu; 

- So.  yeul)"/ lich; 

- Ke hooch hoc tap/nghien dru. 

BO GIAO THONG VAN TAI 
TRVONG DH HANG HAI VIET NAM 

S'& ) /TB-DHHHVN-QHQT 
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TRIXONG 

0/ TRICONG / 
Hpc 

HANG HAi 

\ 	NAMy. 

4. Ho so' clang ky va cac thong tin chi tie't ye Chu'o'ng trinh: De- nghi xem tron:4 
tai lieu adi kem.1-16 so clang ky nop truck n.aay 26/03/2018. 

Ban Giam hieu yeu cau Thu trud.ng cac don vi thong bao den toan the cac can b'(), 
aidna vien cUa don vi minh ve chuong trinh hoc bOria nay. Trong tritaTia hop . can 113 
trcy them, de nghi lien he vCri Phong Quan he Qu6c te, Phong 205B, Tang 2, Nha Al 
(DT: 0225.3829109 /0973.782.975; Email: anhdpgvimaru.edu.vn). 

Iran trong./. 

Arai nhcin: 
- Nhts tren; 

- Lau: VT, QHQT. 

GS. IS. Luang Cong Nho' 



Prospectus for 2018 MOST Taiwan Scholarship Program 

I. In order to follow the guidelines stipulated by the Ministry of Science and Technology (hereinafter 

the "MOST") of Taiwan for the implementation of the Taiwan Scholarship Program (hereinafter 

the "Scholarship"), which aims to encourage outstanding international students to study in Taiwan, 

as well as promote bilateral scientific and technological exchanges, the Division of Science and 

Technology at the Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Hanoi (hereinafter the "Division") set up 

this prospectus. This prospectus is not applicable to students from Mainland China, Hong Kong 

and Macau. 

II. Scholarship Recipients and Program Curriculum: 

The Scholarship, in principle, is granted to students (hereinafter the "Scholarship Recipients") from 

Vietnam with a total of 10 recipients in 2018. The curriculum available to the Scholarship 

Recipients is restricted to Master's or PhD programs at Taiwanese Universities and does riot include 

specialized or vocational classes. 

Ill. Over the duration of their studies, the Scholarship Recipients will be given a monthly stipend of 

NT$30,000. Scholarship Recipients are responsible for all expenses during their stay in Taiwan. The 

MOST will not provide any other subsidies. 

IV. The award period for the Scholarship is as follows: 

1. Master's Programs: two years 

2. PhD Programs: three years 

An award period must be continuous without interruption. A student who has previously 

completed a Master's program scholarship may be eligible to apply for the Taiwan Scholarship 

Program for a PhD program at the attending institution. The maximum total award period for 

Scholarship Recipients is five years. 

V. The Scholarship award period shall be calculated beginning from August 1 of the first year of study 

in Taiwan to the month during which (1) the award period is set to expire, (2) the Scholarship 

Recipient graduates, (3) the Scholarship Recipient is suspended or withdraws from his/her 

program, or (4) the Scholarship is cancelled. 

If Scholarship Recipients are unable to arrive in Taiwan in August of the first year of their study, the 

Scholarship becomes effective from the month of their arrival. However, the award period cannot 

be extended. 

Recipients must arrive in Taiwan and enroll at their educational institutions on time. Unless 

otherwise approved in advance by the relevant institutions and the MOST, those failing to enroll 
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will be deemed to have given up the Scholarship. 

VI. Scholarship Applicants shall meet the following conditions: 

1. Is a College or University graduate or above with an excellent academic record, of good 

moral character and has no criminal record. 

2. Is not a national of the Taiwan (Republic of China). 

3. Is not an overseas compatriot student. 

4. Has never attended an educational institution in Taiwan at the same level of degree that 

he/she intends to apply for, including universities and educational institutions that the 

applicant has enrolled or attended in Taiwan. 

5. Is not an exchange student or student with a double (joint) degree through any cooperation 

agreement between a foreign university/college and an educational institution in Taiwan 

while receiving the Scholarship. 

6. Has not previously had a Scholarship revoked by a Taiwan government agency or other 

relevant institution. 

VII. Application Process: 

1.. Before January 31 of 2018, the Division shall announce the details of the Scholarship to the 

local residents through Chinese and English language prospectuses. 

2. The 2018 application period is from February 5 to March 26. 

3. The Division will announce the name list for the Scholarship Recipients around early June of 

2018. Recipients shall submit a photocopy of the admission letter, as well as the signed Terms 

of Agreement for the Taiwan Scholarship Program, to the Division no later than June 30 every 

year. Those failing to do so will be deemed to have given up the Scholarship. 

4. Applicants shall submit the following documents to the Division responsible for their home 

country: 

(1) A completed application form. 

(2) A photocopy of their passport or other documents that prove nationality. 

(3) A photocopy of the highest-level diploma or certificate of equivalent educational level 

and a complete grade transcript (photocopy needs to be notarized by certified Notary 

Public). If these documents are written in a language other than Chinese or English, a 

Chinese or English translation must be provided. 

(4) Documents to certify that they have applied to an educational institution in Taiwan, 

such as photocopies of the application fee receipt, the application form and a note of 

reply or email from the educational institution. 

(5) For those applying for degree programs taught in Chinese, a photocopy of a TOCFL 

Listening and Reading transcript or certificate for Level 2 or above. 

(6) For those applying for degree programs taught in English, a photocopy of a TOEFL 
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transcript, a certificate of English proficiency approved by the applicant's government, 

or documents to certify that the applicant has graduated from a program taught in 

English. This does not apply to applicants whose official national language is English. 

(7) If applicants are unable to provide the above proof of English proficiency due to special 

circumstances, the Division may assess their level of language proficiency through 

interviews or other tests. 

(8) Two letters of recommendation from a principal, professor, or the head official of an 

organization, personally signed and sealed by the author of the recommendation. 

(9) A short biography and the study plan. 

VIII. Selection Process 

1. Scholarship Recipients shall be selected based upon their ability to promote the scientific 

research and the cooperation and development of the industries and economies of their 

native country and Taiwan. Applicants who have worked with national government 

organizations or scientific research institutions (including universities) shall have priority. 

2. In addition to examining the academic records, work experience and recommending the 

applicants by priority, the Division shall also conduct an interview or accept video to 

understand the moral character of the applicants. 

3. Applicant grade averages shall be above those of students at the same level froin local 

schools. 

IX. Scholarship Recipients enrolled in a degree program who do not attend class or leave the country 

without permission from their educational institutions, except during summer and winter 

vacations, or when writing a dissertation or thesis, will have their stipends for the months they are 

absent suspended. 

If recipients who have had their Scholarship stipends suspended transfer to another educational 

institution before the suspension takes effect, the original educational institution must instruct the 

other in writing to deduct the stipends. 

X. The MOST may permanently disqualify recipients from the Scholarship if they: 

1. Fail to submit a photocopy of their Alien Resident Certificate (ARC), marked 'Study', to their 

educational institution at the time of enrollment. 

2. Reside in Taiwan for reasons other than pursuing studies. 

3. Are expelled or suspended from their studies or given any major demerits by their 

educational institution as a consequence of violating ROC laws. 

4. Are concurrently in receipt of another scholarship or subsidy offered by the Taiwan 

government or educational institution in Taiwan. 

5. Fail to achieve an average grade greater than standard passing grade of the educational 
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institution or a score of 70 percent or above for two consecutive terms. 

6. Do not attend class or leave Taiwan for more than two months without permission from their 

educational institution, except for summer and winter vacations, or when writing a 

dissertation or thesis. 

Where the situation described in Paragraph 4 arises, the MOST will recover the Scholarship 

stipends already drawn by recipients. 

Educational institutions shall cease disbursing stipends from the month following 

disqualification. 

XI. Scholarship Recipients enrolled in Master's programs who, upon completion of their award period, 

wish to stay in Taiwan to enroll in a PhD program must resubmit all relevant documents as 

stipulated in Article 8 to the Division before February 28 of any given year as if they are applying as 

a new student. Scholarship Recipients shall also not violate Article 4 herein, stipulating that 

recipients' award period cannot exceed a term of more than 5 years. 

XII. The process for Scholarship Recipients changing university or educational institution is as follows: 

1. After a Scholarship Recipient has been enrolled in a university or education institution for a 

semester or more, the recipient may apply to transfer to another university or educational 

institution in accordance with the standards and regulations of the university or institution 

the recipient is currently attending. Recipients on degree programs are allowed to transfer to 

another university or educational institution once only. 

2. When a Scholarship Recipient transfers to a different school or changes to a different degree 

program, the recipient must resubmit an application to the Division. The Scholarship 

Recipient shall only transfer schools or change to a different program once per degree level. 

3. If a Scholarship Recipient has not reached the end of one's Master's Degree award period and 

has been approved to enter a PhD program, the recipient must fill out and submit the 

scholarship application through one's attending institution, the recipient's report card in 

Taiwan, and the Letter of Approval to enroll in the PhD program to the MOST for approval 

and a change of the Scholarship Recipient's level and period. The MOST will then notify the 

institution, the unit designated by the MOST and the Division of the approval result. 

4. When a Scholarship Recipient transfers schools or programs, the original attending institution 

shall state the recipient's status and the beginning and expiration date of the Scholarship 

Recipient's award period, and report the information in a letter to the institution to which the 

recipient is transferring. The transfer institution shall express consent and the date the 

Scholarship Recipient enrolls in the institution, and then report the information in a letter to 

both the Scholarship Recipient and the previous attending institution. Both the previous 

attending and transfer institution shall then notify, via letter containing the aforementioned 

documents, the MOST and the Division and the unit designated by the MOST. 
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X111. For further information, please refer to the "Guidelines ior the MOST Taiwan Scholarship Program". 

XIV. The contact info of the Division: 

Ms. Le Hong Hanh 

Science and Technology Division, Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Hanoi, Vietnam 

Tel: +84 24 37686 014 

Add: 5 Fl., HITC, 239 Xuan Thuy Rd., Cau Giay Dist., Hanoi, Vietnam 

Email: viet01@most.gov.tw  
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Guide- Ines for the MOS .-ahruan Schtdiarslhip Poograncti 

Promulgated by MOS].  on Jdnuary 00, 2015 

I. These are the guidelines stipulated by the Ministry of Science and Technology (hereinafter the 

"MOST") of the Republic of China (hereinafter "Taiwan") for the implementation of the TaH.ian 

Scholarship Program (hereinafter the "Scholarship"), which aims to encourage outstanding 

international students to study in Taiwan, as well as promote bilateral scientific and technological 

exchanges. 

These guidelines are not applicable to students from Mainland China, Hong Kong and Macau. 

II. Scholarship Recipients and Program Curriculum: 

The Scholarship, in principle, is granted to students (hereinafter the "Scholarship Recipients") buil  

the annually designated countries. However, the MOST reserves the right to annually adjust the 

designated countries of the eligible Scholarship Recipients based upon special considerations. The 

curriculum available to the Scholarship Recipients is restricted to Master's or PhD programs at 

-Taiwanese Universities and does not include specialized or vocational classes. 

Ill. Over the duration of their studies, the Scholarship Recipients will he given a monthly stipend of 

NT$30,000. Scholarship Recipients are responsible for all expenses during their stay in Taiwan. The 

MOST will not provide any other subsidies. 

IV. The award period for the Scholarship is as follows: 

1. Master's Programs: two years 

2. PhD Programs: three years 

An award period must be continuous without interruption. A student who has previously 

completed a Master's program scholarship may be eligible to apply for the Taiwan Scholarship 

Program for a PhD program at the attending institution. The maximum total award period for 

Scholarship Recipients is five years. 

V. [Ile Scholarship award period shall be calculated beginning from August 1. of the first year of study 

in Taiwan to the month during which (1) the award period is set to expire, (2) the Scholarship 

Recipient graduates, (3) the Scholarship Recipient is suspended or withdraws from his/her 

program, or (4) the Scholarship is cancelled. 

If Scholarship Recipients are unable to arrive in Taiwan in August of the first year of their study, the 

Scholarship becomes effective from the month of their arrival. However, the award period cannot 

be extended. 
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Recipients must arrive in Taiwan and enroll at their educational institutions on time. Unless 

otherwise approved in advance by the relevant institutions and the MOST, those failing to enroll 

will he deemed to have given up the Scholarship. 

VI. Scholarship quotas will be formulated on a yearly basis according to the MOST's annual budget. An 

allocation table of scholarship quotas for the following year shall be distributed to the designated 

ROC embassies, consulates, representative offices and their branch offices (hereinafter the 

"diplomatic missions") by December 31 each year. 

VII. Scholarship Applicants shall meet the following conditions: 

1. Is a College or University graduate or above with an excellent academic record, of good 

moral character and has no criminal record. 

2. Is not a national of the Republic of China (Taiwan). 

3. Is not an overseas compatriot student. 

LI . 	Has never attended an educational institution in Taiwan at the same level of degree that 

he/she intends to apply for, including universities and educational institutions that the 

applicant has enrolled or attended in Taiwan. 

Is not an exchange student or student with a double (joint) degree through any cooperation 

agreement between a foreign university/college and an educational institution in Taiwan 

while receiving the Scholarship. 

P. Has not previously had a Scholarship revoked by an ROC government agency or other 

relevant institution. 

VIII. Application Process 

1. Diplomatic Missions shall draw up their own general application rules based on these 

guidelines and selection requirements, and cooperate with the local government and research 

institutions to handle the application and selection of the scholarship accordingly. Before 

January 31 of each year, the diplomatic missions shall announce the details of the Scholarship 

to the local residents through Chinese and foreign language pamphlets (which include 

selection criteria, number of recipients, processes and scheduling information, etc.) 

2. After the diplomatic missions announce the aforementioned information, a text and electric 

copy file of the Chinese and foreign language pamphlets shall be sent to units specified by the 

MOST and organized into the records for reference. 

3. The yearly application period is, in principle, from February 1 to March 31. However, the 

actual application period will be in accordance with the general application rules of individual 

diplomatic missions. 

4. Applicants shall submit the following documents to the ROC diplomatic mission responsible 

for their home country: 
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(1) A completed application form. 

(2) A photocopy of their passport or other documents that prove nationality. 

(3) A photocopy of the highest-level diploma or certificate of equivalent educational level 

and a complete grade transcript. If issued by a foreign educational institution, these 

documents must be authenticated by an ROC diplomatic mission, or directly mailed in a 

sealed envelop by the foreign educational institution the applicant attended to the 

educational institution they plan to matriculate at (if these documents are written in a 

language other than Chinese or English, a Chinese or English translation must be 

provided). 

(4) Documents to certify that they have applied to an educational institution in faiwan, 

such as photocopies of the application fee receipt, the application form and a note of 

reply or email from the educational institution. 

(5) For those applying for degree programs taught in Chinese, a photocopy of a TOCFL 

Listening and Reading transcript or certificate for Level 2 or above. 

(6) For those applying for degree programs taught in English, 0 photocopy of a TOE fl 

transcript, a certificate of English proficiency approved by the applicant's government, 

or documents to certify that the applicant has graduated from a program taught in 

English. This does not apply to applicants whose official national language is English. 

(7) If applicants are unable to provide the above proof of English proficiency due to special 

circumstances, the diplomatic mission nay assess their level of language proficiency 

through interviews or other tests. 

(8) Two letters of recommendation from a principal, professor, or the head official of  

organization, personally signed and sealed by the author of the recommendation. 

(9) Other documents requested by diplomatic missions accepting the application. 

IX. Selection Process 

1. Scholarship Recipients shall be selected based upon their ability to promote the scientific 

research and the cooperation and development of the industries and economies of their 

native country and Taiwan. Applicants who have worked with national government 

organizations or scientific research institutions (including universities) shall have priority. 

2. In addition to examining the academic records, work experience and recommending the 

applicants by priority, diplomatic missions shall also conduct an interview or accept video to 

understand the moral character of the applicants. 

3. Applicant grade averages shall be above those of students at the same level from local 

schools. 

4. After compiling and examining the information provided by applicants, diplomatic missions 

shall sort them in order of priority, then submit their Diplomatic (Missions' Preliminary 

Evaluation, as well as their Diplomatic Missions' Recommendation List and Waiting List, to the 
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MOST no later than April 15 every year. 

5. The MOST will select recipients and provide the diplomatic mission with the name list no 

later than May 31 every year. 

6. Recipients shall submit a photocopy of the admission letter, as well as the signed Terms of 

Agreement for the Taiwan Scholarship Program, to diplomatic missions no later than June 30 

every year. Those failing to do .so will he deemed to have given up the Scholarship. 

7. Diplomatic missions shall issue award certificates to the Scholarship Recipients, and then 

submit details of the recipients to the Information Platform for the Taiwan Scholarship and 

1-luayu Enrichment Scholarship Program Office (hereinafter the "Information Platform") no 

later than July 31 every year. A list of recipients printed out from the Information Platform 

shall he mailed to the MOST, as well as to the Taiwan Scholarship and Huayu Enrichment 

Scholarship Program Office (hereinafter the" Scholarship Program Office"), with copies also 

sent to the Bureau of Consular Affairs, the National Immigration Agency and the educational 

institution where applicants plan to matriculate, along with all the necessary attachments. 

X. Scholarship Recipients enrolled in a degree program who do not attend class or leave the country 

without permission from their educational institutions, except during summer and winter 

vacations, or when writing a dissertation or thesis, will have their stipends for the months they are 

absent suspended. 

If recipients who have had their Scholarship stipends suspended transfer to another educational 

institution before the suspension takes effect, the original educational institution must instruct the 

other in writing to deduct the stipends. 

XI The MOST may permanently disqualify recipients from the Scholarship if they: 

1. rail to submit a photocopy of their Alien Resident Certificate (ARC), marked 'Study', to their 

educational institution at the time of enrollment, 

2. Reside in Taiwan for reasons other than pursuing studies. 

3. Are expelled or suspended from their studies or given any major demerits by their 

educational institution as a consequence of violating ROC laws. 

4. Are concurrently in receipt of another scholarship or subsidy offered by the ROC government 

or educational institution in Taiwan. 

5. rail to achieve an average grade greater than standard passing grade of the educational 

institution or a score of 70 percent or above for two consecutive terms. 

6. Do not attend class or leave Taiwan for more than two months without permission from their 

educational institution, except for summer and winter vacations, or when writing a 

dissertation or thesis. 

Where the situation described in Paragraph 4 arises, the MOST will recover the Scholarship 

stipends already drawn by recipients. 
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Educational institutions shall cease disbursing stipends from the month .following 

disqualification. 

XII. Scholarship Recipients enrolled in Master's programs who, upon completiell of their award period, 

wish to stay in Taiwan to enroll in a PhD program must resubmit all relevant documents as 

stipulated in Article 8 to their original diplomatic mission before February 28 of any given year as if 

they are applying as a new student. Scholarship Recipients shall also not violate Article 	herein, 

stipulating that recipients' award period cannot exceed a term of more than 5 years. 

XIII. The process for Scholarship Recipients changing university or educational institution is as follows: 

1. After a Scholarship Recipient has been enrolled in a university or education institution fur a 

semester or more, the recipient may apply to transfer to another university or educational 

institution in accordance with the standards arid regulations of the university or institution 

the recipient is currently attending. Recipients on degree programs are allowed to transfer to 

another university or educational institution once only. 

2. When a Scholarship Recipient transfers to a different school or changes to a different degree 

program, the recipient must resubmit an application to the Diplomatic Mission of Taiwan. The 

Scholarship Recipient shall only transfer schools or change to a different program once per 

degree level. 

3. If a Scholarship Recipient has not reached the end of one's Master's Degree award period :Ind 

has been approved to enter a PhD program, the recipient must fill out and submit the 

scholarship application through one's attending institution, the recipient's report card in 

Taiwan, and the Letter of Approval to enroll in the PhD program to the MOST for approval 

and a change of the Scholarship Recipient's level and period. The MOST will the notify the 

institution, the unit designated by the MOS1 and the relevant diplomatic mission of the 

approval result. 

4. When a Scholarship Recipient transfers schools or programs, the original attending istiu 

shall state the recipient's status and the beginning and expiration date of the Scholarship 

Recipient's award period, and report the information in a letter to the institution to which the 

recipient is transferring. The transfer institution shall express consent and the date the 

Scholarship Recipient enrolls in the institution, and then report the information in a letter to 

both the Scholarship Recipient and the previous attending institution. Both the previous 

attending and transfer institution shall then notify, via letter containing the aforementioned 

documents, the MOST and the relevant diplomatic mission and the unit designated by the 

MOST. 
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XIV. Educational institutions shall request Scholarship funds and verify stipend disbursements according 

to the following schedule and methods: 

1. Schedule: For any given year, scholarship funds for the September to December period shall 

he requested by September 30, and stipend disbursements for the January to August period 

shall he verified by August 31. In addition, scholarship funds for the January to August period 

of the next year shall be requested by January 5, and stipend disbursements for the 

September to December period shall be verified by December 20. 

2. Requesting funds: Educational institutions shall prepare a list of recipients printed out from 

the Information Platform and a pay order clearly indicating that the funding institution is the 

Taiwan Scholarship and Huayu Enrichment Scholarship Program Office. If, due to special 

circumstances, educational institutions cannot request funds on time, they shall first disburse 

monthly stipends to recipients and then apply for reimbursement from the Scholarship 

Program Office on a monthly basis. 

3. Verifying stipend disbursements: According to the Guidelines for Management of Pay Orders, 

educational institutions shall compile signed stipend receipts or other documents that prove 

stipends have been deposited in the recipient's bank account, along with a MOST Funding 

Pialance Sheet, for verification. Any remaining balance must be returned to the MOST. 

The educational institutions should assist with the following: 

1. Reviewing the applications of the foreign students applying for the program and notifying the 

students of the application results before June 15. 

2. Holding an orientation for new recipients to explain the Scholarship regulations, as well as to 

provide information on studying and living in Taiwan. 

3. Disbursing monthly Scholarship stipends, in accordance with these Guidelines, once 

recipients have enrolled. 

Purchasing medical and student accident insurance policies for recipients before they join 

Taiwan's National Health Insurance program. Insurance premiums should he deducted from 

the Scholarship stipends. 

Informing the MOST, as well as the Taiwan Scholarship and Huayu Enrichment Scholarship 

Program Office, by written notice, with copies sent to the Bureau of Consular Affairs, the 

National Immigration Agency and the relevant diplomatic mission, when a recipient's 

enrollment status changes, such as through transfer to another educational institution, 

suspension, expulsion, dropping out or disqualification from the Scholarship. A revised 

Scholarship recipient list should then be sent to the MOST and the Information Platform 

updated accordingly. 



XVI. Diplomatic missions should assist with the following: 

1. Promoting the Scholarship. 

2. Providing recipients with information on studying in Taiwan. 

3. Accepting Scholarship applications and selecting recipients.  

4. Assisting recipients with visas to Taiwan. 

5. Helping recipients to sign the Terms of Agreement for the Taiwan Scholarship Program and 

keeping the original copy of such. 

6. Holding an orientation for recipients before they leave for Taiwan. 

7. Issuing Scholarship qualification certificates to recipients before they leave for Taiwan. 

8. Keeping in contact with recipients who have completed their studies in Taiwan and returned 

home; holding events in which past recipients can give presentations on their achievements 

and experiences studying and living in Taiwan; and submitting overall assessment reports to 

the MOST. 
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lt41,4[4514t 	47-4A 
APPLICATION FORM FOR MOST TAIWAN SCHOLARSHIP 

INSTRUCTIONS: 
This application form should be typed and completed by the applicant. Each question must be answered 
clearly and completely. Detailed answers are required in order to make the most appropriate arrangements. 
If necessary, additional pages of the same size may be attached. *.wok -1-k- Ai* s- fk. 	, Wig , 
4,1 iz-fHt 	4tc, 	# , 	14-  A Tif1-;C 15] Att gtinie X17 ° 

Please check. ititVA -Figs4A 

Which type of scholarship are you applying for? 
❑ Master Scholarship zA-1. .ot 
E Doctoral Scholarship -4-± 4-  

1. PERSONAL DATA ftl 

a.NAME lelt 
Title Alg : 	Mr./Mrs./Als. 

Surname ( Last name) kL : 

Given Name(s) £ : 

Please 	attach 	a 	recent 

photograph taken within the 

last 3 months. 

a A-F-'11-Ui 4ri 

b. CITY and COUNTRY OF 
BIRTH 	I.J4“1.W4,5ii 

C. NATIONALITY Iii if 
*Note: If one or both of your parents was an ROC national at the time of your 
birth, you are an ROC national as well and therefore not eligible to apply. 

d. PARENTS' 

INFORMATION 

lz--FOTO 
FATHER 5C. NIOTIWR -R.k 

Name kLt: 

Nationality A fi: 

Place of Birth III .±.14: 

Name id-16: 

Nationality A It: 

Place of Birth j; .1_16: 

-1- 



e. CONTACT 
INFORMATION 

4}Ahts qz-m- . t --T-til 

'ft 

Permanent Address 71:AlliE 

Mailing Address (If different from above) 	*16,J3h : 

Telephone 1, -Th : 	 E-mail t-T-Mit : 

Cell phone 4-4k: 

f. SEX dzq II Male 	• Female it- 

g• MARITAL STATUS 

464/MX 
• Single * A. 	• Married e 

h. DATE of BIRTII 
1 El 

(Day El /Month A /Year 

i. PAST RESIDENCE in 
TAIWAN 41t VI 

• Never 	; 	Ill Yes, from 	(ddimm/yr) to 	(ddimm/yr).k: kit_ El A 
reason for residence 441414: 

j. TA I WA N 
sCUOLARSIIIP/ 
II LAY li ENRICHMENT 
SCHOLARSHIP 
AWARD HISTORY 1M 
41T*/*-1§- 414', Aie. 
k0 

II None .g; 	• Yes, from 	(dd/mm/yr) to 	(ddimm/yr);;€ , kit il A 

Type(s) of Scholarship Awarded: 

I`• IIEAIJII CONDITION 
it* k ;5t, 0 Excellent 	❑ Good 	❑ Fair 

I CHRONIC DISEASES 

'VIA 

II 	None A 
• Yes 4—Please specify ILA EA : 

m • CONTACT PERSON, 
IN CASE ()FAN 
EMERGENCY 

X1144-1104). 

Name kit: 	 Relationship g'4;: 

Address *a: 

Telephone itg: 	 E-mail 1t-i-tis4: 

Cell phone -f-4: 
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2. LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY an ii/ 

LANGUAGE 

PROFICIENCY 

ti§ -; to] 

COMPREHENSION 

it 

READING 

-1* 

WRITING 

n 
SPEAKING 

-1 
Excellent 

ft 

Good 

ft 

Fair 

f 

Excellent 

I 

Good Fair 

71-  

Excenent 

4* 

Good 

ft 

Fair 

-i-if 

Excellent 

it 

Good Fair 

"if 

CHINESE 

ENGLISH 

(Other, p'ease state) 

3. EDUCATION AND TRAINING 4i -f,f 
	

Note: I I ighest Diploma Only 

School Name 

tR.t Ai 
Subject 

zff-14-4 A 

Qualification 

(Certificate / Diploma 

/ Degree) 

IT 4 

Country & Place 

i&U 

Year Obtained 

/Ix 4- tri-  t A- A9 

4. REFERENCES As#43/ (A) IT* 

Name ft Position 465- Telephone , E-Mail or Mailing Address 1-g R. t tilikE 

5. EMPLOYMENT / JOB EXPERIENCE (Use one line for each position) -I-41f Ala 

Position 

*ii-  

Company/Organization 

444t A 
Period of Employment 

*AA rdl 
Responsibilities 

ff--fifttafi 
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6. UNIVERSITY/DEPARTMENT WIIICII YOU PLAN TO ATTEND IN TAIWAN *AO 

RA' 

University/college and department: 
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS OF NATIONAL / INTERNATIONAL SELECTING 

AUTHORITY / INSTITUTE 4iL 

Comments on applicant: 

Responsible Official: Title 	Signature: 

Name: 	 Date: 
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8. PLEASE BRIEFLY STATE YOUR STUDY PLAN WHILE IN TAIWAN 

pl 
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9. DECLARATION: I declare that: 

The information as provided by me in this document is true and accurate. I 
understand and accept that any false declaration of information on my part will  
disqualify me from the program, even when it is in progress. 

❑ I am not suffering from any serious disease and that I am not hindered in the 
performance of my duties by any illness or disability. 

I am neither concurrently an ROC national, nor an overseas compatriot of the 
ROC. 

I all not currently undertaking studies in Taiwan for the same educational level as 
the scholarship type for which I am applying. 

I am not applying for this scholarship as an exchange student resulting from an 
agreement signed between tny' home institution and any Taiwan university/college. 

❑ I consent that the information that I provided in this application form can be 
shared among R.O.C.'s government agencies and non-government agencies for 
scholarship related matters once I become a recipient of Taiwan Scholarship. 

Applicant's Signature 

Date 

Day El /Month A/Year -If- 
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